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Thl: welfare concepf. is central to economics and to some topical problems, requiring interdisci- 
plinan; research. Psychol,ogy, biotogy and pedagogics may be important contributors. Economists 
have everemphasized economic, and among *&ese consumption, aspects. A learning process to 
reduce unhealthy cionsumption remains topical. On the production side the dij-ersity of labor types 
ha>. been neglected. Here a central prcblem is job choice by maximizing welfare. Variables needed 
are capabilities required by jobs and personality traits. M’e ignore the number .)f independent 
characteristics. Path analysis with innerited anil learnable traits may be extended by data on 
grandparents 2nd on non-cognitive capabilities. A more precise production function of education 
is badly lacking. Two methods of m :asuring welfare functions and the shape or the latte- are 
discustid 

Introduction 

Economics as a science cannot do without some elements originating in 
psychology, since the satisfaction of human needs is on.e of its central 
issues. This was emphasized by the :introduction of the subjective base 
of value almost simultaneously by Jevons, Menger and Walras more 
than a century ago (cf. % muelson 1.347: 90ff.). Even more explicitly 
and almost a century ago this relationship was brought out by Edge- 
worth (1881) whose treat& on (m;.thematical) economics carries the 
title Mathematical. Psych& 

The century that separates us from Edgeworth’s standard work has 
been characterized by two, slmost opposite, tendencies in scientific 
development. 0n the one hand we have experienced a widespread 
specialization. ost, if nof all, sciences have been split up into parts 
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(such as astrophysics, economics of public finance, etc.) which were 
each d~eloped in more depth. On the ot!ier hand. and as a co’nse- 
lquence of the first tendency, the need for im~rdisciplinary research has 
increasingly been felt. V’ith some time log more interdisciplinary N,O~C 

--common already to all practical work-- has been organized by 
scientific institutions as well. In the present article we will exten%vely 
profit from one interc&:iplinary analysis of welfare (Bacrerds et al. 
1978). 

The concept of welfare is one of the key concepts used by etsonomic 
scienc.e; in De Groot”s o;Gnion (Baerends et al. 1978: 53) the problem to 
enhance welfare- and hence what welfare stands for-is the funda- 
mental problem of our times. A welfare fu.nction indicates how anyone’s 
welfare depends on its determinants. Mathematically this st,ttement 
implies that what we are after, in economics and other disciplintts, is to 
know a list of variables entering into the welfare function and the shape 
of the mathematical function expressing some welfare indicator in 
terms of tlhe values of these variables. 

The psychology applied by the economist-we may call it economic 
psycho?ogy, a:; this journal’s name d,oes-for quite some time was 
rather primitive. It is natural that the picture an outsider has of 
whatever science lags behind the actual state of that science: it takes 
some time for the picture to reach the outsider. As we shall see later, 
this ;:lso applies to the picture of economics held by outsicers. Also the 
methods used by-- at least some- psychologists were urknown to- 
most -economists. As an econometrician I did 1101. knov that econo- 
metric model building (started in 1936) has so much in c lmmon with 
whal; psychologists call path analysis (started some twenty Irears earlier). 

Tl ee primitive character. of economic psychology, as !md :rstood for a 
long time, made it desirable to start multidisciplinAry r*es:arch on the 
welf;.~e concept. The initiative of t!ie Foundation for Irmrdisciplinary 
Rw.~Gc’~ of the l%~havi~~ral Sciences (Stichting vo,,, lnt:rdisciplinair 
C.;~;lra~swetens~happcliik Onderzoek) to organize a seminar on March 
24 1977 at Apcid~orn. The Netherlands, deserves to be aoplauded: its 
re\)uit, already quote!~ (Baerends et ~1. 1978) proved to b: a sourct‘ of 
in:ICation to this author. The interdisciplinary character of that sym- 

ects itself in the list of discipli s represented: nathematical 
ethohjgy, ecology, social psy Lgv of energy 

yduCti4m. car ogy, philoso F; of ~~~~~~~~li~~~. 

ad psychiatry. psychobiology, mct’hodolcgy, psycholc gy, humanist 



psychology, cultural anthrop Aogy, family sociology, biology, interna- 
tional law, polemology. forensist psychiatry, child psychiatry, child 
medical science, comparati.ve and physiological psychology, pharmacol- 
ogy, sociology, business psychology. This list is take;1 from the presen- 
tation of the attending personalities, with apologies to the reader for the 
random order of disciplines Clearly and correctly psychologists of 
different specializations participated; apparently no economist attended. 
To this author it was strik%g that in particular the ecologists’ contribu- 
tions appeared to be helpful in formulating this article’s subject matter. 
Part of the explanation play 3e that their subject implies the behavior 
of animals of different levc:ls of :volurion and hence presumably 
induces them to use models of dttferent levels of sophistication. In 
addition, the models presentc:d by Professor Baerends have a double 
similarity io economic problems models: they show similarities with the 
economics of individual behaGor but also similarities with the econom- 
ics of social systems, for instance organizational hierarchies. 

e welfaw concept 

In rno&rlI economics (cf. Samuelson 1947) the concept of welfare, 
Gether applied to individuals, households, or a nation’s economy, is 
much broader than, say, a century or even half a century, ago. It is 
sometimes used as synonymcus to “happiness“, even if the oldest 
terminology “utility” is maintained. This implies that at least It is 
defined more broadly than we1 -being, which has a materialist connota- 
tion. It is cLn illustration of the lag between economists’ and outsiders’ 
use of a concept, that at tee symposium mentioned, this more restricted 
definition of well-being was assumed to he the economist’s present 
concept. The broadest interpretation, that of “happiness”, contains 
elements such as friendship, religion, or love, which are sometimes 
excluded since they cannot be a subject of socio-economic policies. 
Even then, economic science tends to overemphasize the economic 
determinants of welfare. 

This may be illustrated with the aid of figures collected in the spring 
of 1973 by Levy and ~~ttrn~n ( 1975) among 1,940 inhabitants, 20 years 
of age and over, of the four largest cities of Isra& With the aid of the 

h~c ~~etef~l~i~~~~~~~s showing the highest single correlation coefficient 
with the respondents’ “happiness”. 59 percent of the variance in happi- 



ne:is could be “exp.lained”. None of these determinants we,~l.e economic 
in character; they were indicated as good family life, g:od health. 
h;iti~fied vvit’h leisure and satisfied with life in town Using :IS determi- 
naat~s the three with an economic character (sufficient income, satisfied 
with e8duc;ation, and good labor relations at. work) thz pk -centage of 
\fah_iance we c,ouEd explain was only 18. Other applications ,>f the same 
~~~t~rj~~~ confirmed that socioeconomic determinants, eveu i.F Jroadly 
inIterpreted, can only affect happiness in a limited way. 

Levy and Guttman’s findings hav:e some relevance to the. explanation 
off today’s cultural crisis, by which we mean the state of m!nd of those 
who increasingly feel alienated from s,ocial life and SIIDW this by 
incre,as8ing use of violence, by vaildalism, up to addiction to drugs. The 
n:ontribution to thl: variance in welfare of a good family life and of 
safisfaction -with the way ‘“leisure is used is no less than 25 and I 6 
percent respectively. If we add the satisfactron derived from the life i.n 
tc~n (8 percent) close to one-half of total variance is connected- for 
the positive as well as the negative values of these determinants, it 
4rtruld be understood- wirh these determilniants; a convincing piece I3f 
cG_fence that cert.Gniy not only good economc policies ;:Ure what we 
riced. 

Some similar conclusions can be drawn from a. seccv~d enquiry. 
ccznducted in the summer of 1993, and reported on in the (‘ame article. 

Apart from being too closely connected with economic Merminants, 
the welfare or utility concept as studied and applied by er:onomists is 
:Ao often too state: the fact of life is cverlooked tha; a po:!itive change 
cwx time of the dl:terminants may make people relatijlely I::appy even if 
thy abs~olute level of these determinants is low in comparison to the 
A.&on elsewhere. Even ;he prosp&t that their children All be better 
off than they are themselves may lift people’s welfal*e. ‘T lis dynamic 
asne~t i.i;, of course. the base for &:velopment policies arail is, to that 
~urrnf. accepted b_~, development t:conomists. But it shcIuld be recog- 
n&_? at often sociologists have shown a b#etter underst;nding for rhe 

at ~.ork here than the econcmic ]>rofession as a whg?l,_. The issue 
ed with t.he well-known thesis that a revolutio .~a.ry .;ituation is 

erge by a reduction ‘of relatively high weifare levels 
absdllute leefel of welfare. 



Consumption orientation of welfare functions 

Restricting ourselves- more or less in accordance with the present 
economists’ attitude- to static, economically oriented welfare func- 
tions, another shortcoming of that attitude will now be discussed. 
Welfare or utility functions have been studied more with the purpose of 
understanding economic man’s consumption behavior than production 
behavior. Productive behavior covers not only the supply of (im- 
mediately) productive labor and-as far as an object of personal 
possession-land and capital. It also implies the participation in the 
preparation of (later) productive contributions. Most text books of 
economics hardly use the welfare function as a source of productive 
behavior, whereas considerable attention is given to the welfare func- 
tion as a source of consumer behcrvior. Demand functions for individ- 
ual consumer goods and groups of such goods receive treatment, as 
shown by Henry Schulz (1938), P.A. Samuelson ( 1947) or E. Schneider 
(1948). The same rather one-sided application of the welfare function to 
problems of tulle demand for consumer goods is reflected in econometric 
research as is exemplified by R. Stone’s (I%7 and many other publica- 
tions) impressive contribution to such research. Correspondingly, also 
the availability of statistical information on consumer behavior is 
abundant. Typical for this abundance are household expenditure statis- 
tics which already have a long history (cf. for The Netherlands, W.H. 
van tier Goot 1930); in the United States an even Lzger volume of 
information on consumer behavior, extended to include consumer 
expectations, is currently being made available. 

Even though the subject of consumer attitudes-including such 
concepts as planned and anticipated consumption alongside actual 
consumption and the related use of the: consepts of ex-ante alongside 
ex-post values of it -has been explore6 with great care, present circum- 
stances require advancement in new Directions. ‘With the spectacular 
development of consumption on she one hand and the new scarcities 
(clean environment, energy) on thfh other hand, the divergence between 
the satisfaction of “natural” or ‘“reasoraable” needs as distinct from 
actual behavior has become a key problem, also because a large number 
of human beings is being exposed to extreme shortages of essential 
consumer goods. Increasingly, the consumption of unhealthy goods 

ch as alcoholiz beve:lrages and tobacco products to 
new ones known as soft and hard drugs) and the unhealthy quantities 

i 



consumed of goods considered healthy (meat, sugar) requires further 
rcscarch. Advertizing (absorbing, in the USA, levels of 3 perc,ent of 
WG) ;md the Jones are among the villains of the piece, bl,lt what i:; 
II~OPC fundrsmentally nti~de.l is what learning processes c:;m be dis- 
~~~~~~e~~ a:nd which csf thesIr can be stimulate:d by feed-back In the 
~~~d~~~i,~~ua~ and in so::iety to red.uce the divergency between ht:althy and 
gro~slv urmealthy behavior. lag is here that the interdiscipiinar-\/ research ., 

menrtigsmed ,ila the introductory I)aragraph,i of this essay may find exre of 
its applEcatioc\s. A simple and self-evident example is the inpu, that 
medical1 experts can drake; but various t;fpes of psychologist:,; will have 
tcp xld their corWibiitions. if only becnL;sc any learning pr0ce:;s will 
ri$tly attract their interest. Sin,ze we arc Corning back to this subject in 
;P roa.acr contexr, 5a.e may refer to the next few sections for some 
Clab~rrlstion. 

uction orkti~ticm of w&are functions: the supply of capabilities 

WC as-r now enter-r ng one of the underdeveloped uses of welfare 
function:~: how do human beings beha\,e as potential partic’pants in the 
production process . ? In economic science it is customary 1 -I , ‘Gnk of the 
production process a.5 the combined use of land, equipn or capital 
goods, tend labor. called the three production factors, The 2 ,mb~ination 
n~r:~~ hc said to be undertaken by the “org,inizers of prodxtion”, often 
~Ax_l entreprensurs. The supply of land and of cqital g+ods may or 
r-nay not originate from private individu&, depending on the social 
~der. These twci factors are not necessarily connected Gth the individ- 

ey can be owned by them but ale not part of then-:. This is why 
vx Cl1 concentrate on -the supply or‘ labx, which an;‘wdy contains a 
number Iof psychological aspects. It is corl.‘ect, we think, to say that this 
4c of the welfare function has long tJeen neglected ‘by economic 

pie illustration is the fact that for a long time, in 
Aon theory. labor was treated as one homogeneous 

cider 1948: 43Off.). In the last few Decades a relatively 
group of economists :jas joined those whI.9 had chosen job 

c~~ssific~ti~!~n as a prxtical activity. .To;b classification is used to stream- 
ncl salary structure as fvell as to facilitate ihe matching of 

1~ of ~crvicxs on. 8.874.: highly diversified l;ibor market. 
cnttc of the latter, or 



Each individual jaining the labor market is characterized by a 
number of degrees to which a list of relevant capabilities is in hc:r or his 
possessio.?. In a direct sense this may be a BA or M4 degree in 
chemistry. but the concept of degree is meant also to include an 
estimated le,vel, often expressed in figures on a scale, of such capabili- 
ties as physical ,c#trength, finger dexterity or general or social intelli- 
gence. By the latter term the capability to deal with pen:)ple is meant, 
important for jobs in which contact, -with other people is numc:rous or 
intense. General intelligence may be measured by an IQ test. Most 
scale? are the rc:;ult of negotiation:; between representatives of labor 
and managemect, assisted by experts on job classification. 

Ez.ch person. tiuring her or his lifetime, goes through a process of 
learning whic& from a certain moment on, is combined with working 
and, as a rule, holding a succession of jobs, whose classification 
indicates the degree required to perform properly in that job. A 
simplified picture of rhe process of production, closer io what it was in 
the past tjr,an what it is at present. is that each person involved first 
goes through a process of schooling and then fills a job for the rest of 
her or his lif:: until retirement. The main choice at stake is, in that 
picture. :he choice of the job, implying an effort to obtain the degrees 
required 0 I’ ;he relevant capabilities plus the effort to perform in that 
job. These efforts give rise to positi*,e or negative satisfaction, and are 
combined lvith II:he satisfaction derived from the consumption ihe 
income attached to the job permits. Examples of the development of 
this branch of economic science in the last few decades include !Ivork by 
Bowles and Nelson (19741, Corocan et al. (1976), De Wolff knd van 
Slijpe (1972), Garfinkel and Haveman (1975), Hartog (19781, Taubman 
( 1975) and Wise (1975)-this list is not aiming at completeness- who 
all introduced variables indicative of some types of capabilities. 

,2 thorough treatment of the choice r3i a job would havt, to include 
the use of a welfare function in which job satisfaction or dissatisfaction 
is rl:flected. In this approach the chc:z is based on an attempt to 
ma2:imize welfare subject to a number of restrictions. This aspect of the 
approach is rearely dealt with explicitly, as is customary for consump- 
‘Con-orientjed beha,vior. From both the economist’s and the p~ych010- 

w oisf’s point of view, t e ideal would Se to express welfare aq a function 
of income, representing the consaamption possibilities, personality traits, 
:reflecting the person’s tastes and job characteristics, expressing the 
nmpact of these characterist.ics on job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. A 



concrete theorcticai example has been elaborated by this author SOIIW 

dt_~;~dcs ijgo (Tinbergen 1956) but attempts to check it econometrically 
~crc 0n1y unc?crt;!ken after 1970. The essence 01’ the 1956 setup was the 
a~3umption rhiit wcliare or utility dqends on the effort required by 
CNX’S job and on what was called the “tensiol:” between the required 
and ~he actually available degree or intt.:nsity of the various capabilities, 
anal that both a positive and a negariva: cleviation between the two 
LCXNI~ reduce ur,elfart:. So far, the someb, itt crude attempts 
thip, ~~ssurnp~iw~ have not been successful ( mbergen 1975; Bo 
I476 ). 

u&on regarding the use ,c,f personality traits and job 
is the number of them Ihat f;an be considered mutually 

independent. An interesting attempt mitde by Hartog (1978) concerning 
11~ numha:r of mutually independent job characteristics, using factor 
a~~rl~~its. seemed to suggest that that number might be rather modest- .I 
of ~ht: djrdcr of three only. This conclusion was considered provisional 
c~$ and the issue deserves further reso:arclr. 

Another central question, to be elaborated on below, concerns the 
v;.lriahilit>s of personality traits: w1~ic.h of these are unchangeable and 
which can be changed by somt’ learning process. We will indicate the 
(~~rrrctic;rll~) predetermined traits as pa,rameters: these are entities con- 
slant for a gi\ren individua!. but different among individuals. In con- 
tradi>tinction. other arguments entering i!lto the welfare function are 
1,ilri;~hlc~ Thi> i.4 true in particular for thr job. al?hough within limits. 

The member of arguments entering inlo the welfare function con- 
3litutes. r)n the basis of the proceclin ,g r;:marks, an ;!s yet undecided 
INK Ah an approximation we may simpl;f!r matters by some conveni- 
tSnt n:,th<matical combinkltion-- for insl.,mce, a linear expression in 
:~mt‘ ~.~iables cor?sidered relevant. An important example is the use cf 
wanly, ant” argument to be called income corrected for a iizmbcr of 
i rrc~~n\.erli 2race:; so as to jeep utility ec.iual. Thus, income may his 
~~~NxxM..~ for t.he size of the household, or for heavy physical work. It 
~~~x+~ &.o be corrected upu-ard for interestrng or challenging work, such 
ix‘% ‘>cicntific rese;uch or managerial work. Figi:res giv::n by Burck 

that chief executives’ incomes in real t,zrms did not. 
952 and 1976. whereas the average income in the USA. 

terpretecl to disclose that this group wa,c, 
CI~.~OJ;S ;L positive p3yc!3i~..:iP income ( cf. .I 



The le&ming process and the role oEi genetical factors 

As stated, the strict separation of learning and working had increasingly 
been replaced by processes where, from around the age of fifteen, 
working and learning are combined or alternate. P %eover, formal 

receded by informal learning from birth “or the entire life 
beings are involved in learning processes and it is here that 

interdisciplinary research is particularly important. The work done by 
psychologists and geneticists, in cooperation with education r:xperts 
(Jensks { 1972); Fagzrlind (1975); Dronkers (1979); to mention a few 
only) may be taken as a starting point. The main problem dealt with is 
the estimation of the influences exerted by some genetic and some 
environmental determinants on occupation and income. The material 
used, originates from enquiries sometimes made for their own sake and 
sometimes made for other purposes but usefu! for the problem at stake. 
Examples are tests taken from a school population all of the same age 
(as, for instance, in Malmii. Sweden), or tests taken from conscripts (c$. 
Husen 1974 and later). The method us?d is known as path analysis, in 
which each “endogenous” variable is supposed to be determined di- 
rectly bjr causal connections with a number of “endogenous” and 
“ex~geniius” variables. Here endogenous means unknown, and exoge- 
nous g&n, in the context of the problem set considered. As already 
observed, thr;,re is much similarity betweez models as used, for instance, 
in econometrics, and path analysis. The latter always works with 
“normalized” variables (i.e. virriables with mean equal to zero and 
standard deviation equal to unity), which is not customary in economet- 
ric models, although perfectly possible and sometimes helpful. In 
econometric models the time lags between variables are specified which 
IS not always done in path analysis. 

The main problem dealt with by psychologists, geneticists and educa- 
tion experts does not necessarily contain the same variables in all its 
versions; often the availability of data 1::nits their number. The varia- 
bles standing for inherited determinants refer to the parents and may 
include their education, occupation or inc;;lme; these data may refer to 
the father or to the mother, or 1.0 both. They are taken as data. Among 
the endogenous variables early cognitive ability, if known f:om en- 
quiries, or cog ve ability at 3 i.ater date (e.;?. 20 ;fears of :rge), or both. 
may appear, “educational level attained”}, occupation 
{sometimes for both initi;.!! 2nd later jobs), and income (or camings 



~niy) are, in most cases, included. 
Clearly much remains to be desired. Thus it would be desirable to 

include more informaticn concerning inherited determinants. To begin 
kVii!?, &it;i c,n grandparent< are desirable sincL> some genetical endow- 
ments of the parents would be a highly useful variable. Alongside 
cognitive abilities, non-cognitive abilities of all concerned should also 
be included i(cf. ehrman e’t al. 1980). Further, the educational process 
is representled rather po,orly if only the number of years of scho?ling L 
considered : cf. I% Wolff and van Slijpe 1972). The last mertioned 
authors give different weights to years of different phases of education. 
In a few cases more data on the quality of education have been studied 
( cj- Morgenstern 1973). 

In a gerieral way, and using economic terminology, we must e?nfess 
that the “production function of (formal) e’ducation” is a bndlv ne- 
glected subject, especiaily if we compare its treatment with that of 
procluction functions for material production. And even in the latter, 
r~~~lrrn engineers have often been much more sophisticated than 
cconr>ri;ists (c;f‘. Boon 1964 and after). Of the sometimes decisive inp-uts 
mto the formal education process (quality of teachers, type of school, 
currir:ulum. LYC. ), the impact on the output (split up into types of school 
leaver>! is a question for speculation rather than empirical research. An 
examy?lV t>f the lack of accurate information is the debate on the 
&sisab:~ity or undesirability of the comprehensive school (German: 
~~esarPlF.~chu~e; 3utch: middenschool). Clearly the definition of the data 
needed :ilready constitutes a problem and, subsequently, the collection 
of (sufficiently representative) data. For sccioeconomic policy more 
insight into the “degree of learnability” of some personality traits, such 
~13 leadr:rship. is extremely important. If rndre people ivith managerial 
~:tpabili*,ies could be supplied t.hrough, say, business schools, their 
:Isiativs ~noomes may be put under pressure. If the relevant capabilities 
~,anna-lt 4~ learned-- that is, are “genetically predetermined”-- these 
rt:latike i, t::nmes cannot be easily reduced (cf. Tinbergen 1979). Intui- 
tr~c qt;?;:l~bkn~ t-a:*\ as much here as about the genetic.al differences (or 
NbiX:L.ihEl::;, .‘2 of differences) between races ($ H&n 1974). So do 
~~refe~enC;+ with regard to the comprehensive school, even if the pro- 
tluc?r4?l: fir, .r.*ti4‘in vm-e exactly known. 

J I:<: ;, ~2 where inter61 
rcI\c;i !-cl? iologists tell us that t 
citntr:t\t ‘. llatur:: or nurture” {genetically predetermined or learnable) is 



suggesting too simplest an approach. There! are more types of behavior 
between the ext,remes. How can educational psychdcrigists and 
economists profit from this biological sophistication (cf. Baerends et ~1. 
1978)? One of the aspects of the problems just discussed can. also be 
formulated in a seemingly simple way are there, and if so, iimits to 
learnability (cf. De Groat, in Baerends vf al. 1978: 55)‘? Among the 
limits suggested by some i s a time timi: or a generation limit: for 
certain degrees of capabilities a minim-urn time of ten years or of two 
generations may exist. 

Measurement of welfare 

If welfare is a central issue of ~~on~n~ricz science or even (De Groat, in 
Baerends et al. 19’18: 53) of our time.,, the question 01: its measurability 
remains vital. Natural scientists are anxious to keep open the possibility 
of measurement (Groen, p. 48 and .De Root, p, 61 in Baerends et ul. 
1978) and groups of philosophers hold that measurement is impossible 
“in principle”. Economic science has oscillated between these two 
attitudes. A: present the majority of the economics profession is still 
followin; Pareto’s rejection of the measurability of welfare. An active 
minority has made, in recent times, attempts at measuremertt, however. 
As custontary, two approaches have been f# *lowed. Van Praag (1968, 
1978 and tn. a number of publications betweeil these dates) sent out 
questionnaires to some 2500 members of Consumer,s’ Unions in Bel- 
gium and The Netherlands and plans to collect this type of information 
in other countries. Apart from infrvrrnation about age, occupation. 
schoolins snd farnil,. v ;iz~ he asks th: interviewees to indicate the 
incomes with which they would feel ‘“very -well off”, “well off”, etc. 
down to “very badly off”. The verball-{ indicated scale shows eight 
levels, and hence nine intervals , !t appears that, if numbered by a rising 
aritGmetica1 scale, the welfare function of income shows practically the 
same form for all respondents, the cumulated log-normal curve, char- 
acterized by two par&meters. Van Praag C.S. use these functions as 
welfare functions: one of the parameters appears to be a rather pre- 
cisely determined function of family size and other objectively de- 
tcrminabla> parameters (cf. coma et a! 1976). The irdvantage of this 
method apparently consists of the possibility in a political debate, the 
respondent may be quoted to have “declared voiuntarily %at some 



inoiome different from what they now have would be satisfactory or 
woulld constitute a rise by 10 percent of their previous welfare level”. A 
u&-kno’wn disadvantage of the method- extensively dealt with by the 
authors in a number of studies, including Vu-i Praag (1978)-is that 
people do not always react to a change in their situation the way they 
have told the interviewer. They have not forecast correctly their cwn 
behavior or evaluation of their new situation: in our case a new income. 
Their welfare evaluation is subject to what is called a “preference drif:“. 

The other approach to measure welfare is not based on what 1 eo@e 
think they wji!l do, but what they are actually doing; hence on observa- 
tion of their behavior. This method has been followed by this autht r 
and set out elsewhere (Tinbergen 1975: ch. 4). Work done so fz is in it; 
infancy still, and of restricted value for lack of the relevant data. One 
drawback of this method is that it needs at least one additional 
assumption-a compensation for avoiding the disadvantage of the first 
method. For further details of the attempts made along the lines 
sketched, the reader may be referred to Tinbergen (1980). 

A last point to be mentioned is the question which mathematical 
form should be preferred in the approach followed by Van Praag, and 
generally if only one composite argument is cL25en (for instance, 
income corrected for a number ,f ;nconveniences). This authcr is 
strongly in favor of choosing the logarithm of (corrected) income, one 
reason being that this function shoyvs a decline in marginal utility with 
an increase in income. The function preferred by Van Praag C.S. shows 
an increasing marginal utility for very low incomes, which diverges 
from what most economists (and psychologists?) wouid require. Inter- 
estingly enough, Van I’raag’s results give an equally good fit to both 
functions. 
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